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ABSTRACT

Breast cancer is the leading cause of sex-specific female cancer death in the United States. Detection

at earlier stages contributes to decrease the mortality rate. The mammography is considered the

gold standard for breast cancer screening with an estimate sensitivity of 86.9% and a specificity

88.9%. However, these values are negatively affected by the breast, which is consider a risk factor

for developing breast cancer. Herein, we validate the novel LED-based FDA Class I medical device

Pink Luminous Breast (PLB) by the comparison of two breast screening imaging-based tests using a

double blinded approach. The PLB works by emitting a LED red light with a harmless spectrum of

640-800 nanometers, the trans-illuminated breast tissue allows the observation of abnormalities

represented by darker or shadowing areas. In this study, we evaluated the sensitivity and specificity

of the PLB device as a screening tool for the early detection of breast abnormalities when compared

with the mammography as the gold standard. Our results showed that PLB device has a high

sensitivity (89.6%) and specificity (96.4%) for detecting breast abnormalities comparable to the
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adjusted mammography values: 86.3% and 68.9% respectively. Importantly, the percentage of

positive dense tissue findings from a total of 340 events was 266 (78.2%) using PLB vs. 248 (72.9%)

detected by the mammography. A 100% of the participants responded in a survey that they feel

comfortable using the device and visualizing their breast without feeling pain or discomfort during

the examination. The PLB positive validation vs the mammography brings the potential to be

recommended for routinely breast screening at non-clinical settings. The PLB provides a rapid, non-

invasive, portable, and easy-to-use tool for breast screening that can complement the home-based

BSE technique or the CBE. In addition, the PLB can be conveniently used for screening breasts with

surgical implants. PLB provides an accessible and painless breast cancer screening tool. The use of

this device is not intended to replace the mammography as the gold standard for breast screening

but rather to use it as an adjunct or complement tool as part of more efficient earlier detection

strategies and contribute to decrease this health disparity.
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